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BAB V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGESTION 

This chapter explains about the conclusion and suggestion of this research.  On 

the conclusion part it would be provides the result of data finding and discussion 

chapter.  Then, the suggestion shows about the lead further researchers who are 

attract and interest to analyze in similar topic of research. 

Conclusion 

After conducting research and discussing about the research questions about how 

the psychological condition of the main character through his personality, 

Sigmund Freud’s theory becomes the theory that have found on the main 

character personality. 

Based on the research data finding and discussing about the problem, it can be 

concluded that the main character very dominant with his id.  At first he said that 

he loved pets, but he changed his mind became feeling hatred to his pet.  His id 

aways drove him to did what he wanted was only pleasure.  Id operates on the 

pleasure principle (Freud, 1923) which is the idea that every wishful impulse 

should be satisfied immediately, regardless of the consequences.  When he felt 

hatred to the pets, he did not take it somewhere but directly abuse it.  Moreover, 

he wanted the black cat to die.  The person will satisfy if they success destroyed 

the object that they hate.  Jefferey S. Nevid (2009)” the id wants what it wants 

when it wants it”.  It concerned with what the person wants to do.  That was what 
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the main character was going to do.  He killed pluto with hung in the limb of 

three.   

Moreover, he changed his mind when he brought the new black cat into his house.  

A feeling hatred appeared again himself.  When his wife prevents him to kill the 

new black cat, he did not ask her to just go away, but he killed his wife directly.  

Thus, the id doesn’t care about reality, about the needs of anyone else, only its 

own satisfaction.  The id wants whatever feels good at the time, with no 

consideration for other circumstance of the situation (on Jefferey S. Nevid, 2009).  

Meanwhile, his superego considered the main character that killing someone was 

breaks the rule of society.  So, he always felt sorry after he did action.  As a result, 

although his murder that hidden the body of his wife was not known by anyone 

for a while, but finally the crime was solved because of his id drive him to tell 

something unconsciousness that his wife hide behind the wall and the main 

character gets punishment based on his deed. 

Sugesstion 

Based on the result of this research, this study provides some sugestions for the 

reader who interest for taking the similar research about the psychological.  On 

this research is only focus to the main character on the Black Cat short story and 

doing analyze on the psychological that focused on the psychoanlysis.  There is 

theory of Sigmund Freud that used on this research; Id, Ego and Superego.  For 

the next researcher it is possible to conduct more studied about the psychology 

that analyze based on the character, author, or reader point of view. 
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The other sugestion for the next researcher are to do a research about Edgar Allan 

Poe’s story. It is because his short story is lots of issues anxities which interest to 

be analyze. 
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